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With reference to Action 3 of the t  a  r  t  Up Meeting, please find 
attached the metallurgical investigat 8 Low Prcssurc Rotor 
blade fracture discovered during the 
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INT~ODUCTION 

Blade 31 from thc stage 3 fiont row on the ex-TIA 8 LP2 rotor (Serial No PF 140290) at Hinkley 
Point 'B' Power Station was discovered to be fractured during inspection at the rotor exchange outage 
in- The blade, which had bee11 ejccted from the rotor a fe r  failure, has not bcen 
recovered but the root of the blade was subsequently rcmoved for examination. This root was sent to 
Alstom for a detailed metallurgical examination to determine the failure mechanism and identification 
of the cause of fracture. Initial observations were reported by-f Alstom Power Ltd (Ref 
1). The piece of blade containing the fraclurc surface was subsequently submitted to the Malcrials 
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Group at British Energy for fi~rthcr examination and review of t11c initial findings. This EAN reports 
the results of this final exan~ination by Materials Group. 

During the general examination of this rotor, the nibs on two other blades, numbers 19 and 20, wcre 
also found to be cracked. The investigation of these fractures has been conducted independently with 
the conclusion that the failure of these blades was unlikely to be connected with failure of blade 31 

(Ref. 2). 

2 REVIEW OF THE FINDINGS FROM THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 
BY ALSTOM 

The findings from the preliminary examination of the piece of fracture blade at Alstom by- 
are given in Ref 1. In summary, the crack growth ~nechanism was reported to be high cycle fatigue 
that was thought to have initiated at, what was described as, a corrosion pit of approximately 350 
lniclons in the plane of fracture. After closer examination in the Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) after clcaning, this pit was positively confirmed as the origin of the fractore. Final failure was 
by ductile overload after the fatigue crack had propagated through app~oxin~alely 90% of  the aeroroil 
cross-section. 

A section through the pit thought to be the origin of the crack showed no intergranular features or 
oxide fingering. 

Thc blade ~naterial was found to be within specification with respect to composition, hardness and 
correlated strength level. 

3 FURTHER EXAMINATION AT BRITISH ENERGY 

Two saniples were provided by Alsto~n: 

Sample ( l )  comprising the tip of the lcading edge of the blade niountcd in bakelite and polished. This 
piece contained the defect thal was the fracture origin. 

Saniplc (2) comprising the piece of blade containing the rest of the fracture suri'ace to final fracture 

3.1 Sample (l) 

This mounted section was the leading cdge of the blade that had been bent into a 'U' shape during 
removal. It had been mounted in bakelite, then ground back from the leading edge in an attempt to 
reveal a sectiol~ through the defect. Since the section was so sniall, most of the defect liad been ground 
away. The polished surface in the mount displayed a pit that was located approxi~natcly 0.4111m below 
the fiacture surface and also part of an axial fissure, as seen i n  the photograph takcn before sectioning, 

shown in Figure I .  This Figure also shows tlic orientation i.elationship between the saniple before and 
after mounting. The pit seen it1 the micro-section is in liue with, and probably formed part of this 

fissure. 

EDX analysis of the oxide associated with the pit and at the edge of tlie fiacture silrfi~ce associated 
with the fissure i n  the polislletl section revealed an unusually high chromium to iron ratio compared to 
tlie oxide on both the blade surfacc and the rest of tlie fracture surlacc, Figure 2. The chromium to 
iron ratio determined l io~n  scveral randomly selectcd areas ofthe fracturc surface and the blade faces 
was generally of the ortlcr o f  0.2 to 0.3. Tlic cliromiu~n lo iron ratio along the edge of the fissurc and 
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the pit was substantially higher at between 1.2 and 1.8. Thc high cliromiom content in this oxide 
suggests a chromium diffusion mechanism that would not be expected at the nor~nal running 
temperature of the LP turbine (-15O0C, Ref. 3). Thc only exposure to tempcrahlres high enough to 
generate such a high tc~nperature diffusion process is during casting and forging. Therefore, this 

fissure and the associatcd pit are likely to have been original manufacturing defccts. 

3.2 Sample (2) 

Examination of Sample (2) optically and in the SEM confirmed the tnechanisni of crack growth 
reported in Ref 1 of high cycle fatigue by virtue of regular beach marks along the kacturc surface, 
followed by final ductile shear failure of the blade. The major beach marks can be seen on the fracture 
surface in Figure 3. Where beach marks have been observcd on other turbine fracturc surfaces, they 
have frequently becn associatcd with small tears in the surface. Such tears suggest high transient 
stresses thought to bc caused by resonance effects duri~lg stoplstarts of the turbine. Fatigue crack 
growth is also thought to occur during tlicse transient periods, rather than at full running frequency. 
Tears were not readily apparent on the current fracture snrface. However, close observation in the 
SEM revealed evidence of ductile dimples that were obscured by oxide and deposits on the surface 
and surface damage. One such beach mark is shown in Figure 4. On the assumption that all of the 
beach marks are of this type, thcy have been counted and compared with thc recorded nu~nber of 

stoplstarts. 

A count of the precise numbcr of beach marks is difficult since they are quite indistinct. However an 
estimate based on optical ulicroscopic exarninatio~i is 24. The number ofstoplstarts for this rotor since 

installation until the outage at which the failed blade was discovered and removed was reported to be 
between 53 and 60 (Ref. 4). Assuming thc crack started to grow on first start-up after installation in 
1993 (Ref. 4), the fraction of rotor life during which the crack grcw to failure was between 0.4 and 
0.45 of the life. Assuming further that the stoplstarts were evenly distributed during this period, this 
suggests Anal failure oS the blade occnncd- 

4 DISCUSSION 

The mechanism of crack growth through the bulk of the blade to final ductile fracture has the usual 
features associated with fatigue cracking. The fracture surface is flat and displays the beach marks 
usually observed on such fractures. The crack origin is at a pit with an associated axial fissure. 
Although the pit was originally described as a corrosion pit, there was no substanlial oxide within the 
pit and little evidcnce of oxide 'linger' intrusions, often associated with corrosion pits. It was also 
generally isolated on the blade surface, although pits were noted in othcr arcas of the blade. A single 

isolated corrosion pit is unusual. The axial fissuring is also very oncharacteristic of a corrosion 
~ncchanis~ii.It might he postulated that the fissuring was caused when the blade tip was beut back 
upon itself, however thc lissure was pretlominantly on the intrados of the bend. Such a lissure would 
be unlikely to open up unless there was a pre-existing axial defect. 

The chromium to iron ratio in the region of the fissure and pitting was very high 'This suggests that 
either the iron had been leached out fro111 within the oxide or the oxide had foruled at a high enough 
temperature suSficie~it for chromium diffi~sion to occut. Since the ositlc at all other regions of the 
blade surface and l"racture surface that were analysed did not show the same high levels oSchromium, 
an iron leaching process seems onlikely. Therefoiw, the ~uost likcly r-ei~sot~ for such high c l i ro~n i i~~n  -. 
Not Protectively Markcd I>ownun i  1~8npI:ae:I~AN-IO\NO ~ O O ~IKW001~do1 
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levels is high temperalurc diffusion. The running temperature of the LP turbine (-150°C) is 
insufficient to cause such diffusion and the existence o r  a dcfect during high temperature forging is 
tlic niost likely explanation. This explanation is also in keeping wit11 the axial orientation of the fissure 
seen. 

Forging bursts duc to entrapped oxide during the forging operation would generally be revealed by 
subsequent inspection. However, subscquent lapping of the surface layers during forging can 
effectively hide such a defect on rare occurrences. Such a defect in a critically stressed region may act 
as a stress raiser from which a fatigue crack can initiate given appropriate alternating stresses. This is 
thought to be the likely scenario for tlie fractured blade. The pitting is probably part of the defect 
revealed either by normal erosion of the surface at the blade tip or fatigue crack growth from tlie 
embedded defcct to the surface. 

Beach marks could be clearly seen optically on the fracture surface. Bench marks can be formed 
during fatigue crack growth by a number of different mechanisms. They can be due to variations in 
oxide thickness due to periods when oxidation rate has changed or to changes in stress state that nlay 
cause differenccs in crack propagation rate. They can also be due to microstructural variations within 
the material. However, it is not feasible for there to bc such regular microstructural variations as to 
gencrate the regular banding seen here. Therefore, each beach mark reprcsents a significant change in 
conditions and the most subsfantial change in conditions occurs during turbine stoplstarts. Where 
blade fiactores have occi~rred on gas circulators, the beach marks liave been shown to correspond to 
tlie major changes in conditions occurring during stoptstarts or low power refuelling. These were then 
used to establish a timc-line for growth of the crack. In that instance, the beach marks were generally 
shown to correspond to s~nall  tears of varying degree at the fatigue crack tip. 

In this particular examination, the existence of such Lears is much less obvious. I-Iowever, detailed 
examination in the SEM rcvealed that there is evidencc of small ductile dimples along beach marks, 
but they have been obscurcd by both oxidation and deposition products and by some contact between 
mating crack surfaces. As a result of this, the beach marks are not all distinct and it is possible that 
some were sufficiently obscured that they could not be distinguislicd optically on tlie fracture surface. 
In addition, in estimating tlic time to failure of the blade bascd on assigning beach marks to stop/sta~t 
events, it has been assumed that the crack initiated im~iiediately at first run-up after installation. This 
may be the casc for a sharp, in-plane defect. However the dcfect here, from which the crack has 
grown, is more axially aligned atid may liave becn sub-surface. It is impossible to confidently predict 
whctlier a tiutnber of cycles would have been required to initiate a fatigue crack in the appropriate 
plane for propagation undcr the existing alternating stress conditions. The time estimated to failure of 
the blade must therefore bc considered a minimu~n in view of the assumptions made. 

Altliougli the presencc of siinilar manufacturing defccts could not be ruled out i n  other blades, thc 
coincidence of another such dcfect being present in a critically stressed regioti of anotlicr blade and 
also being undetccted during i~ispection is considered lriglily unlikely. 

5 CONCLUSlONS 

The following conclusions were d r a w  fro111 tlie examination of the blade: 

The blade hiled due to liigh cyclc fatigue crack growth i'ollo\\:td by ductile tcaring 
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The fatigue crack initiated fsom a defect, believed to be an original manufacttrring defect. 

The high levels of chromin~n in the oxide and the axial nature of the fissure at the origin provide 
evidence that the defect was produced during manufacture of the blade. 

From analysis of the fatigue beach marks on the fracture surface, assi~ining them to be caused by 
turbine stop/starts, the blade fracture is estimated to have occurrcd HA number of 
assu~nptions have been made in arriving at this estimate, including crack initiation on first run-up. 

This time to failure must, therefore be considered a minimum. 
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